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Rain can grow wood, wood can gather soil, and soil can change sand!

These abilities are superimposed on each other, and finally the entire desert in
the forbidden area has become an oasis!

Change the world, nothing more!

At this moment, an emotionless voice sounded from the scene.

“Being the first to kill a level 10 dune python king and get a level 10 treasure
chest.”

“The first to kill the 10th-level dune python king, and Huaxia has added a large
ore vein.”

“Be the first to destroy a level 9 forbidden area and get a level 9 mysterious
treasure chest.”

“The first to destroy a level 9 forbidden area, Huaxia came to an initial forbidden
area.”

…………
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Then, Omi casually raised it and opened the level 10 treasure chest.

“1000 points of physique, do you want to use it?”

Immediately afterwards, he opened the level 9 mysterious treasure chest.

“Primary Gold Control Technique, is it used?”

At the same time, two clear prompting tones sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Congratulations, get a special red envelope, 10000 physique. 】

【Ding! Congratulations, get a special red envelope, advanced gold control. 】

Immediately, Omi immediately increased his rolling strength.

Then, countless metallic particles appeared in his field of vision.
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Omi had a very clear feeling that as long as his mind moved slightly, these
metallic particles would quickly gather, forming huge metal blocks, even
towering metal mountains, and changing their shapes arbitrarily.

…………

Huaxia live broadcast room.

Xiao Bing’s eyes were round and round, and he forgot to close his mouth, so he
couldn’t say a word at all.

The barrage in the live broadcast room was rolling like a rainstorm.

[Broad seas and sky: Who can tell me what happened just now? 】

[Unreal: Lin Shenxian killed the dune python king! Moreover, it turned the desert
into an oasis! 】

[Sunny day: thunder and lightning, rain, land, trees! Immortal Lin, awesome! 】

[Liang Keqi: Lin Shenxian, YYDS! 】

[The man on horseback: I am totally dumbfounded! 】

[The wind is blowing: When the dune python king said that as long as there is
gravel, he can’t die, I really sweated for Lin Shenxian. 】

[Choice: This live broadcast is so cool to watch! 】

[Bad boy: Lin Shenxian, awesome! 】

…………

[Heartache 2009: By the way, isn’t it another initial forbidden place? Where is this
time? 】

[Sell: We are here! Yongcheng! A golden desert suddenly appeared in our
Yongcheng South District! 】

【Life is like this: Desert? Did you have any special changes? 】

[Basketball Fire: I am from Yongcheng South District! I suddenly felt
empowered! 】



[Rebirth: Me too! I just jumped casually, and I easily touched the basket! 】

[Big man: I just ran to the fifth floor and didn’t catch my breath! 】

[Step 1: Lying in the trough! Touch the basket! I will go to Yongcheng South
District now. 】

[Tobacco and Alcohol: I’m going too. 】

[800 million: I will go too! 】

…………

So ~ ~ many people began to go to the South District of Yongcheng.

However, most of them are doomed to come back without success.

Because, when they arrived in the southern district of Yongcheng, all the
intersections were already under investigation and surrounded by soldiers, and
no one was allowed to enter.

…………

Omi didn’t know anything about this.

Of course, it doesn’t matter.

He felt the growing power in his body and the wonderful advanced gold control
technique, and the corners of his mouth rose slightly.

“Tengu, use these 1000 points of physique and primary gold control.”

The words fell, and with a flick of his hand, the two **** of light fell into the
Tengu’s body.

Immediately, a surging aura filled the entire body of Tengu.

Wow!”

Omi, Tengu, Gilku, Abraham, and heroes from all over the world all disappeared
into the Level 9 forbidden area.

The next moment, they appeared at the position where the countdown had been
previously.

Omi, Tengu, and Gilku are still together.



Abraham, on the other hand, appeared alone in a forest.

…………

US live broadcast.

The host exclaimed: “Oh, my God, who can tell me what happened to the level 9
forbidden area? Why did such a large desert suddenly turn into an oasis?”

[Potter: I…I don’t know either. 】

[Hastar: It’s incredible! 】

[Maros: It’s Omi, it’s Omi from China! He killed the most powerful dune python
king in the level 9 forbidden area. In order to prevent the dune python king from
resurrecting, he turned the entire desert into an oasis! 】

[Miro: That’s right! It’s Omi, he’s amazing! 】

[Alan: The desert has turned into an oasis… Is he really a god? 】

[Lison: Perhaps, he has done something that God never did. 】

…………

After many countries learned what happened, they were all astonished.

Some countries have chosen to start live broadcast of Huaxia.

For a while, the popularity of Huaxia’s live broadcast room skyrocketed.

…………

Alien.

Compared to everyone’s surprise, Omi didn’t pay any attention to what
happened in the Level 9 forbidden area.

The sky was getting dark.

Tengu came over with a big rabbit in his mouth.

Then, as usual, Omi roasted rabbit meat and slept, feeling extremely
comfortable.



4 days passed in a flash.

In the past four days, Omi had lived very peacefully, without encountering any
beasts.

And in these 4 days of life, he gained 300 physique points and 800 mental
strength points.

When Omi, Tengu, and Gilku walked into a bush.

“Dong dong!”

In the distance, a dull sound suddenly sounded.

The next moment, a figure with a high nose bridge appeared in front.

He…was the same Abraham who had met several times.

At this time, a 5-meter-tall two-headed lion was chasing Abraham and roaring
from time to time.

Originally, Abraham’s face was full of despair.

However, when he looked up into the distance, he suddenly saw Omi and the
others, and the whole person immediately became extremely excited.

He had seen Omi show his strength with his own eyes, and he understood how
powerful he was.

As long as Omi was there, then Abraham felt that he was absolutely safe in
another world!

Therefore, after Abraham came out of the level 9 forbidden area, he hurriedly
looked for the trace of Omi.

It is precisely because of this that this two-headed lion was accidentally
provoked.

When Abraham was excited, his figure paused slightly.

This pause…

The two-headed lion behind him suddenly chased after him.

It raised its claws and slapped straight at Abraham’s head.

Abraham could even feel the cold light from his paws, and the hairs on his whole
body stood up instantly.



A strong crisis of death, like a tide, flooded Abraham’s heart.

“laugh!”

However, the claws did not touch Abraham’s head for a long time.

Instead, the two heads of the two-headed lion and its claws fell to the ground
like tofu.

Blood shot!

When Abraham slowly raised his head, he only saw that Omi had already drawn
out the meteorite sword.

It was Omi who saved him!

Soon, Abraham’s conjecture was confirmed.

There was an emotionless voice at the scene.

“Be the first to kill a level 6 two-headed giant lion and get a level 6 treasure
chest.”

“The first to kill a level 6 two-headed giant lion and resurrect 60 species of
disappeared animals and plants.”

Then, a quaint box appeared in front of him.

Omi stepped forward, and with a flick of his hand, the box opened in response.

“500 points of physique, do you want to use it?”

At the same time, a clear prompt sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Congratulations, get a special red envelope, 5000 physique. 】

Power, grow!

Omi thought for a while and said, “Abraham, use 500 points of physique.”

After all, the reason why he was able to obtain 5,000 physique points, in a sense,
also had Abraham’s reasons.

Give him a little physique, nothing.

Then, without waiting for Abraham to speak, Omi raised his hand, and the light
group instantly disappeared into his body.



Abraham felt the growing power in his body, and finally recovered from the crisis
of death.

He said sincerely, “Thank you, Omi!”

“Not only did you save me again, but you also gave me 500 physique points. I
really… really don’t know what to do, so I can only say one more word, thank
you!”

Omi waved his hand and said, “You’re welcome.”

After a pause, he said, “Why do you feel like you are fighting beasts every time I
see you, do you have the physique of a beast?”

fighting?

You are being chased and killed by beasts every time, right?

Abraham blushed a little, and said, “This… this is just a coincidence.”

After a pause, he said again: “That… can I continue to follow you?”

Omi said indifferently, “Yes.”

When Abraham heard this, the whole person became more and more happy.

Safety, food, water…all guaranteed!

As for the stronger you said at first?

No matter how strong he becomes, can he become stronger than Omi?

How is that possible! ?

In addition, as long as Omi casually reveals some unwanted garbage, he will
become stronger than he is constantly wandering in another world.

This is just like the 500 physique that Omi just gave him.

Everyone set foot on the way forward again.

A few days ago, Omi and his party had never encountered a single beast.

However, this afternoon, they encountered three in a row.

After beheading 3 beasts, Omi gained a total of 7000 physique points and 4000
mental strength points.



Huaxia has reduced pollution by 20% and increased the number of endangered
animals by 10%.

The harvest in one day is far more than in previous days.

Omi couldn’t help but look at Abraham with some weird eyes, and said, “You
really aren’t the Yi beast physique?”

Abraham stammered: “This… this is just a coincidence.”

“Oh.” Omi nodded noncommittally.

Abraham seemed to think that Omi didn’t believe it at all.

So, he hurriedly explained: “It’s really just a coincidence, and I will definitely not
encounter beasts later.”

However……

At this moment ~ ~ there was an emotionless voice in everyone’s ears.

“I’m about to enter a level 10 forbidden area.”

“Countdown, 10!”

“9!”

“8!”

…………

After Omi heard this, the eyes that looked at Abraham became even more
strange.

He didn’t speak.

However, his expression seems to be saying: You still say that you are not Yi
beast physique? Now even the 10th forbidden area has been obtained.

Abraham was in a state of indecision.

Then, there was another worry.

Because, forbidden land…represents danger!

Terrible unknown danger!

The people who are worried are obviously not only Abraham…



All the heroes of various countries had a look of fear on their faces.

However, no matter what mood they were in, nothing could stop the countdown
from continuing.

“3!”

“2!”

“1!”

The next moment…

Omi, Jill Ku, Abraham, Tengu… and all the heroes from various countries
disappeared in place.

Then, they appeared on a rocky island.

About the size of a few football fields, the island is surrounded by endless azure
waters.

The rolling waves, constantly beating against the stones, made a dull sound.

“Clap clap clap!”

Heroes of various countries stood on the island, looked around, you look at me, I
look at you… for a while at a loss.

Soon, someone started talking in a low voice.

“Hello, are you from Earth?”

“I’m Sitten Matsukuni.”

“I’m Nagoya Erwinya.”

…………

Meeting people from other worlds is also considered to be a fellow countryman
seeing a fellow countryman.

However, the crowd was not as excited as usual.

On the contrary, they still have some precautions.

Because they understand that the other world is dangerous.

Humans from other worlds may be even more dangerous.



No, it’s not possible!

Some people have forged feuds in other worlds.

“It’s you!” a white-skinned man shouted sharply.

When the words fell, he clenched his fists and smashed at the brown-skinned man
not far away.

The brown-skinned man was not afraid at all, and greeted him head-on.

“Boom!”

All of them have opened the treasure chest and gained powerful power. The
whole person is like a beast, extremely tyrannical.

Before long, bloodstains appeared on all of them, which was extremely
miserable.

This…is not just an example.

It is normal for this to happen.

After all, everyone has limited supplies.

And the other world is short of materials, and in order to survive, it can only be
scrambled from others.

Even Omi was assassinated for supplies.

However, the assassin was killed in an instant.

After a while of fighting, several people lay on the ground, unable to get up.

The island finally regained its calm.

Everyone unconsciously distanced themselves from the people around them to
avoid danger.

For these…

Omi didn’t care at all.

He just glanced at the crowd lightly.

57 people.



That is to say, of all the selected people in the world, there are still 57 people
left.

To know……

There are 200 countries in the world, and each country has at least one selected
person.

Such as the United States, the Bear Country, the Eagle Country and other big
countries, the number of people selected is generally several people, and even
more than 10 people!

In other words, in just over a month, more than half of them have already died.

Not bad.

Abraham hurriedly ran to Omi from a distance, and beside him was a woman
with a high nose.

Although, the woman’s whole body is tattered and extremely embarrassed.
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However, just from the face shape and figure, it is not difficult to see that the
other party is definitely a beauty.

Abraham introduced: “This is Modmohan.”

“This is Omi, Huaxia Omi, very powerful!”

Speaking of this, Abraham’s tone could not help but become high and worship.

When Modmohan heard this, a look of surprise appeared on his face.

Because, she knew Abraham’s character.

This is a very confident and self-reliant man.

He actually worshipped another man?

It’s… just incredible.
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Modmohan glanced at Omi quietly, and then stretched out his right hand and
said in a somewhat stiff Chinese language, “Hello, I’m Modmohan.”
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Omi nodded with a smile, and said, “Hello, I’m Omi.”

Then he stretched out his right hand and gave it a light grip.

At this time, someone whispered: “This small island seems to be full of stones,
not even a tree. How should we live?”

As soon as these words came out, everyone could not help but distance
themselves from the people around them.

If there is no food, then a little food in oneself may make oneself the prey of
others.

time……

On guard, slowly passing.

The setting sun dyed the entire sky and sea blood red, and vaguely formed a
picture of **** demons.

Incredibly hideous and terrifying!

The atmosphere is very dull.

Omi looked extremely relaxed.

He found a stone at random and sat down.

“Crash!”

At this time, a big bird flapped its wings and flew across the sky.

The next moment, Big Bird felt that a big mountain was pressed down, and it fell
straight down.

“Snapped!”

Omi picked up the big bird and took out a knife to remove the hair on its body.

Then, various seasonings were applied.

Then, the big bird automatically ignited a flame.

After a while, a strong fragrance filled the entire island.

Heroes from all countries, Qi Qi focused their attention.



Looking at the roasted meat dripping with sesame oil, they couldn’t help
swallowing.

Some even had red eyes.

They have been coming to the other world for more than a month.

The food he carried on his body had already been eaten a few days after entering
the other world.

Later, some people were lucky enough to encounter wild fruits and weeds, and
then they were able to survive.

Some people have not even encountered wild fruits and weeds, and have been
eating tree bark and roots to live.

And grilled meat…especially grilled meat with such a fragrance, they can only
see it in a dream.

Now, it appeared in front of him.

How to keep them from getting excited?

Omi didn’t care so much. He tore off three pieces of meat at will, and handed
them to Gilku, Abraham, and Mordemohan.

Gilku and Abraham did not hesitate at all, and ate them in big gulps.

Mordemohan said with some doubts: “This…he even brought seasonings?”

Abraham said: “Mr. Lin is omnipotent! Eat it quickly, it won’t taste good when it’s
cold.”

When Modmohan heard the words, he also put the meat into his mouth and ate it
very happily.

At this time, a white man walked over slowly, and he said in authentic English,
“Give me something to eat too.”

His tone was not a discussion at all, it was a statement, an affirmation, an order!

Even, I almost took it with my hands.

Omi said indifferently, “Go away!”

The words fell~ ~ Omi tore off a thick thigh and handed it to Tengu.

“Bah! Hah!”



Tengu wagging their tails while eating meat, very happy.

The white man’s face instantly became extremely ugly.

I would rather give it to a dog than to myself.

Does this mean that you are not as good as a dog?

The white man said coldly: “f*ck!”

When the words fell, he stretched out his hand to **** the barbecue.

Omi’s face was cold and he shouted, “Go away!”

“boom!”

A terrifying aura suddenly erupted.

The white man seemed to have hit an invisible truck, and the whole person flew
out and smashed into the rubble in the distance. Blood was flowing, and it was
difficult to get up.

Give it yourself, even if it is a treasure, you can ask for it.

You didn’t give it yourself, you reach out to get it? Then break your paws!

As for the white man who feels he is inferior to a dog…

In fact, he’s really not as good as a tengu.

Of course, Omi didn’t make such a metaphor.

…………

Canada Live.

The host shouted, “Oh my God! Look what Govindo is doing? He actually wants to
grab Omi’s food!”

[Ambrose: Govindo, stop messing around! 】

[Monroe: Govindo, what do you want to do? 】

[Mond: God! I used to worship Govindor, am I crazy? To worship someone who
likes to do stupid things. 】



[Archie: Fortunately, Omi kept his hand. 】

…………

stay?

right!

This is what everyone in Canada thinks.

Because, they had already watched the video of Omi showing his supreme
power through live broadcast or recorded broadcast.

That is a well-deserved immortal god, the number one immortal **** in the
world!

If the immortals didn’t keep their hands, Govinduo would have already turned
into fly ash!

…………

Compared with the sighs of the people in Canada, other countries prayed silently,
praying for the heroes of their own countries, don’t do stupid things, don’t
provoke Omi!

…………

“puff!”

Govindo lay on the ground, spitting out a mouthful of blood.

However, he was not frightened by it.

On the contrary, his whole person became more ferocious and fierce.

Govindo shouted towards the surroundings: “What are you still doing?”

“This is a dead island, full of stones, without any food!”

“He still has so many grilled meats, fragrant grilled meats, don’t you want to eat
them? How long have you not eaten?”

“In the future, there will be no more!”

“Moreover, he has a dog next to him, and the dog meat is also very delicious!”

“This is a stone island without any food!”



“These…may be our only rations for a while in the future!”

“He’s very strong, but with so many of us, we’re afraid we won’t be able to beat
him? Or, if you have food in the future, you want to give it all to him?”

“Do you want to starve to death?”

These words completely resonated with everyone.

That’s right!

There will be no such barbecue in the future.

He is very strong, but if you don’t defeat him now, there may be no chance in the
future.

As a result, many people looked at each other and seemed to have a choice.

At this time, Omi swallowed a piece of meat and spit out two words: “It’s really
noisy!”

When the words fell, Omi took a shot.

“Boom!”

Like a mountain falling, where Govindo was, a pothole in the shape of a palm
print instantly appeared.

Govindo’s whole body exploded directly, turning into a pile of minced meat in the
pothole.

Omi gave him a chance to live, if he doesn’t want it, that’s all!

lonely!

The whole place was dead silent!

The smell of meat in the air was completely covered by the strong smell of blood.

Although, everyone present had opened the treasure chest, gained powerful
power, and consciously became superman.

However, after seeing this picture, I was still terrified for a while.

Especially for those who thought a little bit, a thin layer of sweat appeared on
their foreheads.

If, if you just took the first step, what scene would it be now?



At this moment, an emotionless voice sounded from the scene.

“Canadian Chosen Govindo dies and Canadians lose 5 years of life expectancy.”

Immediately, the gate of the void where Canada was located was filled with a
dark air.

then……

Some people walking on the road suddenly fell to the ground and never got up
again.

For some diggers, the ore vein suddenly collapsed and completely disappeared
into the ground.

Some drunk people, crawled by the window, vomited, and fell directly.

…………

Canada Live.

The host exclaimed: “No!”

[Ellen: Why? Why would Govindor say that? 】

[Mike Jay: It’s over, everything is over! 】

[McAfee: Govindo, why are you dragging us if you want to die yourself? 】

…………

Modmohan was also surprised by Omi’s strength. She stammered, “Abraham,
he… how strong is he?”

Abraham worshipped: “His power is unpredictable!”

The night is getting darker.

Omi didn’t take out his sleeping bag to sleep today, but sat on a rock, looking up
at the night sky like a galaxy, which was extremely comfortable.

In the blink of an eye, it was the next day.

Yesterday, many people had no food on their bodies. They were hungry for a
whole day, and their stomachs were a little flat.

So, after the day was completely lit up.



They couldn’t bear it any longer. They first searched on the stone island, and
after confirming that there was no food, they turned their eyes to the boundless
sea.

Some people go to the beach, looking for traces of fish.

Unfortunately, the waves were too fast and the water was too deep, and they
didn’t find anything at all.

So, some people simply jumped into the sea, wanting to rely on the speed and
strength far beyond ordinary people, to catch fish in the sea.

“Wow!”

It didn’t take long for the man to pop his head out, holding an arm-length fish in
his hand, with a smile all over his face, and slowly swam towards the shore.

at this time……

“Wow!”

A pitch-black giant python suddenly appeared behind him, opened its **** mouth,
and devoured him suddenly.

“Gollum!”

The blood soon dyed the seaside red.

Impressive, terrifying!

There are monsters in the sea!

There was an emotionless voice at the scene.

“Alexander Monroe, who was chosen from the Luo Kingdom, died, and the size of
the Luo Kingdom was reduced by 10%!”

Some people standing by the sea hurriedly ran towards the middle of the stone
island.

They were all frightened by the monsters in the sea.

“Wow!”

The black giant python hidden in the sea seemed to be addicted to it. It sprang
out of its head again, opened its **** mouth, and bit the nearest brown-skinned
man.



“Master!” Jiku cried.

Omi didn’t lift his eyelids, he directly pulled out the Star Meteor Sword from his
waist.

“call out!”

A stern sword light shot out, instantly passing through the black python’s head.

“Pfft!”

The next moment, the entire head of the black giant python, like a boulder that
fell from the sky, smashed to the ground heavily, making a dull sound.

And the body of the black python ~ ~ fell straight into the sea.

The blood was like a column, dyeing a large area of   sea water red.

At the same time, an emotionless voice sounded from the scene.

“Be the first to kill a level 7 sea python and get a level 7 treasure chest.”

“The first to kill a 7th-level submarine python, and the number of endangered
animals in China has increased by 10%.”

Then, a level 7 treasure chest appeared in front of Omi.

He just raised it casually, and the treasure chest opened in response.

“500 points of physique, do you want to use it?”

Then, a clear prompt sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Congratulations, get a special red envelope, 5000 physique. 】

The rolling power keeps rising.

Power, grow again!

However, Omi did not touch the light group, but said, “Tiangu, you can use these
500 points of physique.”

Tengu stepped forward and put his paw directly on the light group.

see this…

Everyone was jealous.



500 points of physique, actually gave it to a dog?

Why don’t you give it to yourself!

Modmohan couldn’t help but say: “This… is given to a dog? Wouldn’t it be too
wasteful? Why didn’t he use it himself?”

Abraham said: “This physique probably won’t help Omi. Omi has given Tengu
physique, mental power, and even some special abilities several times before.”

When Mo Demohan heard this, he opened his mouth wide, and his pretty face
was full of disbelief.

Physical and mental strength is also easy to accept.

However, special abilities… that can be equivalent to abilities and spells!

Straight to a dog?

…

When everyone was surprised and sighed, the blood of the submarine python had
already begun to diffuse and spread.

“Grumbling!”
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